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Abstract
We prove two results on commutation of languages. First, we show that the maximal lan-
guage commuting with a three-element language, i.e. its centralizer, is rational, thus giving an
a5rmative answer to a special case of a problem proposed by Conway in 1971. Second, we
characterize all languages commuting with a three-element code. The characterization is simi-
lar to the one proved by Bergman for polynomials over noncommuting variables (see Trans.
Am. Math. Soc. 137 (1969) 327 and Algebraic Combinatorics on Words, Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, 2000): A language commutes with a three-element code X if and only if it
is a union of powers of X . c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Very little, or in fact almost nothing, seems to be known on solutions of language
equations, the exception being very special equations with two operations characterizing
rational languages, see [7] and [11] for some extensions. Even the most basic equation,
namely the commutation XY=YX , is poorly understood. On the other hand, it proposes
several natural and apparently very di5cult combinatorial problems.
It was more than 30 years ago when Conway proposed such a problem, asking
whether the maximal set commuting with a given rational set is rational [6]. The prob-
lem remained unanswered up-to-date, even for Dnite sets. Even worse, it seems to be
unknown whether the centralizer of a Dnite set is recursive, or even recursively enu-
merable. A related problem asking whether any decomposable rational language L, i.e.
a rational language having the decomposition L=XY for some languages X; Y = {1},
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is decomposable via rational languages, is much simpler, as shown in [6], see also [3],
[8], and [14].
Another related problem is to search for a characterization of all languages commut-
ing with a given rational or Dnite set. In the case of multisets, i.e. polynomials over
noncommuting variables and with rational coe5cients, this problem has an elegant so-
lution due to Bergman [1]: Two polynomials p(Ix) and q(Ix) commute if and only if
they are linear combinations of powers of a common polynomial t(Ix). A similar result
holds also for formal power series in noncommuting variables, with coe5cients in a
Deld, as proved by Cohn [5].
Recently, both of the above problems have been solved for two-element sets in [4].
In this case, Conway’s problem has an a5rmative answer and moreover, the binary sets
possess a Bergman type of characterization: Any set commuting with a two-element
set X is a union of powers of X (or just a union of powers of a primitive word t,
if X ⊆ t∗, for some word t). On the other hand, as was pointed out in [4], no similar
characterization can be achieved for four element sets, in general.
These problems were also considered in the case of codes, in [15]. They have been
completely and a5rmatively answered if X is a preDx code, i.e. no word is a preDx of
another. Moreover, it was proved that for a preDx code X , its centralizer is always X ∗
(and so, the centralizer of any rational preDx code is rational). It was conjectured that
the general case of codes could be concluded using similar arguments. This, however,
remains an unsolved—and di5cult—problem.
In this paper, we continue the study of these two problems, considering the case of
three-element sets. We answer Conway’s problem a5rmatively in this case, and show
that Bergman type of characterization, conjectured in [15], holds for three-element
codes. Our new idea of considering these problems as equations on languages, com-
bined with the techniques of [4], [14], and [15], gives a new insight on the problem.
We also prove that in general, the centralizer of any recursive set is in Co-RE.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we Dx the terminology and discuss
the background of these problems. Several basic results needed in later considerations,
as well as a general result on centralizers of recursive languages, are proved in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 is devoted to a solution of Conway’s problem for three-element sets
and in Section 5 we characterize the languages commuting with a three-element code.
Several open problems are proposed in Section 6.
This paper is the complete version of [9]. We also refer to [10] for a survey of other
recent results on Conway’s problem and on the commutation of languages.
2. Preliminaries and background
In this section we Dx our terminology, and recall several known results related to
this work. For further details in Combinatorics on Words, we refer to [2].
Throughout this paper, 	 will be a Dnite alphabet. We denote by 	∗ the set of Dnite
words over 	, by 	! and !	 the set of right-inDnite, resp. left-inDnite words over 	.
Also, for a set of words L, we denote
L! = {u1u2u3 : : : | ui ∈ L for all i ¿ 1}:
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For a word u, we denote u! = uuu : : :. The empty word is denoted by 1, and for an
arbitrary Dnite word x ∈ 	∗; |x| denotes the length of x.
For two words u; v∈	∗, we say that u is a pre3x of v if v= uw, for some w∈	∗,
and write u6v, and u= vw−1; u is a proper pre3x of v if both u and w are nonempty
words. We say that u is a su5x of v if v=wu, for some w∈	∗, in which case we write
u=w−1v. We say that two nonempty words are pre3x (resp. su5x) incomparable if
neither of them is a proper preDx (resp. su5x) of the other. For any word u, we
denote by Pref (u) the set of its proper preDxes, Pref (u)= {w6u |w =1; w = u}. For a
language L, let Pref (L)=
⋃
u∈L Pref (u).
For a Dnite language F we deDne two parameters
lF = min
u∈F
|u|; LF = max
u∈F
|u|:
We say that F is periodic if there is a word u such that F ⊆ u∗.
A language L⊆	∗ is a code if the monoid L∗ is free. Equivalently, L is a code if
and only if any equality
x1x2 : : : xm = y1y2 : : : yn; m; n¿ 0; xi; yj ∈ L
implies n=m and xi =yi, for all 16i6m.
Let 	 be a Dnite alphabet, and  a Dnite set of unknowns in one-to-one correspon-
dence with a set of nonempty words X ⊆	∗, say i ↔ xi, for some Dxed enumeration
of X . A (constant-free) equation over 	 with  as the set of unknowns is a pair
(u; v)∈! × !, usually written as u= v. The subset X satis3es the equation u= v if
the morphism h :!→	!; h(i)= xi, for all i¿0, veriDes h(u)= h(v). These notions
extend in a natural way to systems of equations.
We deDne the dependence graph of a system of equations S, as the nondirected graph
G, whose vertices are the elements of , and whose edges are the pairs (i; j)∈×,
with i and j appearing as the Drst letters of the left and right handsides of some
equation of S, resp.
The following basic result on combinatorics of words [2], is very useful and e5cient
in our later considerations.
Lemma 1 (ChoLrut and Karhum'aki [2], Graph Lemma). Let S be a system and let
X ⊂	+ be a subset satisfying it. If the dependence graph of S has p connected
components, then there exists a subset F of cardinality p such that X ⊆F∗.
Note that in Graph Lemma it is crucial that all words are nonempty.
It is an elementary property on commutation of languages that for any subset L⊆	∗,
there is a unique maximal language commuting with it and, moreover, it can be easily
proved that it is a monoid. We will call it the centralizer of L and denote it as C(L).
Equivalently, one can deDne the centralizer of L as the union of all sets commuting
with L.
Concerning the commutation of languages, we will be interested in the following
two problems, see [6] and [14], resp.:
Conway’s Problem. Is the centralizer of a rational language rational?
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BTC-Problem. For a given Dnite set X ⊆	∗, is it true that for any set Y commuting




V i and Y = ⋃
j∈J
V j? (1)
Note that if X and Y satisfy (1), then they commute. The statement of the BTC-
problem is the same as the one proved by Bergman in [1] to characterize the commu-
tation of two polynomials over noncommuting variables. The abbreviation BTC comes
from there: Bergman Type Characterization.
First results on Conway’s problem were achieved in [15], where it has been proved
that the answer is a5rmative for all rational preDx codes. Recently, in [4], the same
was achieved for all binary sets. The BTC-Problem was also solved a5rmative in the
case of preDx codes and binary sets, in the same two papers, resp. Moreover, it was
shown in [4] that the BTC-Problem does not have a positive answer in general, or
even in the case of four element arbitrary sets. A simple counterexample is the set
X = {a; ab; ba; bb}, which commutes with X ∪X 2 ∪{bab; bbb}.
3. Auxiliary results
In this section we prove some lemmata needed in our later considerations, as well
as give some general properties of the centralizer.
For an alphabet 	, let 2	
∗
be the set of all languages over 	. Throughout this
paper, we will denote the union of two languages L1; L2 ∈ 2	∗ by L1 + L2 and their
concatenation by L1L2.
The mapping  : 2	
∗→ 2	∗ is linear if there are some languages A; B1; B2; : : : ; Bn; C1;
C2; : : : ; Cn; n¿0, such that  (L)=A+B1LC1 +B2LC2 + · · ·+BnLCn, for any L∈ 2	∗ .
A language equation  (L)=  (L) with L as the only unknown is linear if both  and
 are linear mappings.
Lemma 2. Any satis3able linear language equation has a unique maximal solution.
Proof. Assume there is a satisDable linear language equation having two maximal
solutions X1 and X2. Since the equation is linear, X1 + X2 is also a solution of the
equation. But X1; X2⊆X1 + X2 and since both X1 and X2 are maximal, we must have
X1=X1 + X2=X2.
When computing the centralizer of a language, we will always assume that the
language does not contain the empty word since otherwise Conway’s problem is trivial.
Indeed, the centralizer of such a language is always 	∗, as noted also in [4]. Also note
that in this case the BTC-problem has a negative answer; to see this, observe that the
addition of the empty word makes any language commute with 	∗.
For any word x∈	∗; x= a1a2 : : : an; ai ∈	, for all 16i6n, the reverse of x is
the word Ix= an : : : a2a1. For a language L, we denote by IL the reverse of L, i.e., the
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language IL= {Ix | x∈L}. Note that IIx= x, for any word x, and thus, IIL=L, for any
language L.
Lemma 3. For any language L; C( IL)=C(L).
Proof. C(L) is the centralizer of L and so, LC(L)=C(L)L. Reversing this equa-
tion we obtain ILC(L)=C(L)L, i.e., C(L)⊆C( IL). The reverse inclusion is obtained
similarly.
Corollary 4. For any language L; C(L) is rational if and only if C( IL) is rational.
In general, very little is known about the centralizer of a language. Even much
weaker questions than Conway’s question seem to be unanswered, namely it is not
known whether the centralizer of a rational language is recursive or even recursively
enumerable. What we can show is that for any rational, and in fact, for any recursive
language, the complement of its centralizer is always recursively enumerable.
Theorem 5. For any recursive set, the complement of its centralizer is a recursively
enumerable language.
Proof. Let L be a recursive language and let C(L) be its centralizer. Our claim is that
there is an algorithm such that given an input word x, the computation stops if and
only if x =∈C(L).
Since C(L) is the maximal set commuting with L, an element y is not in C(L) if
and only if there is a word u∈L such that either one of the following conditions is
satisDed:
(i) For all v∈L, if yu= vz, for some z ∈	∗, then z =∈C(L).
(ii) For all v∈L, if uy= zv, for some z ∈	∗, then z =∈C(L).
We set L1 = {x} and in the n-th step of the algorithm, we test the words from Ln
for their membership to C(L), in the following way: for each word z ∈Ln, we choose
nondeterministically a word u∈L (this is possible since L is recursive) and one of the
conditions (i) or (ii) to be checked. Assuming that we chose (i), we consider the word
zu, and for all words v∈L, such that there is a word z′ with zu= vz′, we add z′ to
the set Ln+1. If we chose (ii), then we are looking for words z′ such that uz= z′v.
It is important to observe here that if none of the words in Ln+1 is from C(L),
then the same is true also for the words of Ln, for any n¿1. Indeed, if we had a
z ∈Ln ∩C(L), then for all u∈C(L) we would have zu= v1y1, and uz=y2v2, for some
words v1; v2 ∈L, and y1; y2 ∈C(L), which implies that some words from C(L) should
be in Ln+1 as well.
If the list Ln+1 remains empty then the algorithm stops: the initial word x is not in
C(L). Otherwise we repeat the procedure with Ln+1 instead of Ln.
It is easy to conclude from the above that all the words for which there is a halting
computation, are from the complement of C(L). For the reverse inclusion, let x be
a word from the complement of C(L), and assume that our algorithm does not have
any halting computation on the input x. Our claim is that there is Z ⊇C(L)∪{x} such
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that ZL=LZ . To begin with, let Z =C(L)∪{x}. If our algorithm does not halt on
the input x, then for any u∈L, there are two words v1; v2 ∈L such that xu= v1y1 and
ux=y2v2 and moreover, the algorithm does not halt on any of the input words y1
and y2 (indeed, if there is u∈L such that the algorithm has halting computations for
all y1; y2 as above, then it has a halting computation also for x: we just choose u in
the Drst step of the algorithm). We add to Z the words y1 and y2 and we continue
the same reasoning with y1 and y2 instead of x. The language Z obtained in this way
clearly commutes with L. But C(L) is the maximal set commuting with L and so,
Z ⊆C(L). In particular, we obtain x∈C(L), which is a contradiction.
The next result will be the main tool we will use in proving the results of this
paper. We prove here that all the nonempty words in the centralizer of a nonperiodic
three-word set have as a preDx an element of the set.
Lemma 6. Let F be a nonperiodic three-word set such that 1 =∈F , and let C(F) be
its centralizer. Then, all words of C(F)\{1} have as a pre3x a word from F .
Proof. Let F= {u; v; w} be a nonperiodic three-word set such that 1 =∈F . Clearly, all
long enough words of C(F) have as a preDx a word from F . Let us consider the set
of those words of C(F) which do not have as a preDx a word from F . The claim of
the lemma is that this set, say X0, contains only the empty word.
Obviously, 1∈X0, so assume that there are nonempty words in X0, and let x be a
minimal such word, with respect to length. Let r0 = s0 = t0 = x. Since C(F)F=FC(F),
there are *n; +n; ,n ∈F; rn; sn; tn ∈C(F), such that
rn−1u = *nrn; sn−1v = +nsn; tn−1w = ,ntn;
for all n¿1. Consequently,
xun = *1 : : : *nrn; xvn = +1 : : : +nsn; xwn = ,1 : : : ,ntn; (2)
for all n¿1 and moreover,
xu! = *1*2 : : : *n : : :
xv! = +1+2 : : : +n : : :
xw! = ,1,2 : : : ,n : : : (3)
Let us denote A= {*1; +1; ,1}.
If the cardinal of A is 3, that is to say, A=F , then applying Graph Lemma on (3),
we conclude that F is periodic: a contradiction.
If, on the other hand, A is a singleton, e.g. A= {u}, then, as x is from X0, we have
that x is a proper preDx of u: u= xt, with t =1. Hence, we conclude again by applying
Graph Lemma for (3) on the set of unknowns {t; u; v; w}: F must be periodic.
Assume now that A has cardinality 2.
Claim 1. X0 is totally ordered by the pre3x relation.
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Proof. Consider a word x′∈X0, distinct from x. Then we obtain that
x′u! = *′1*
′
2 : : : *
′
n : : :
x′v! = +′1+
′
2 : : : +
′
n : : :
x′w! = ,′1,
′
2 : : : ,
′
n : : : ;




i ∈F . We can assume that A′= {*′1; +′1; ,′1} has cardinality 2, since oth-
erwise the problem is solved as above. Necessarily, the intersection A∩A′ is nonempty,
since |A∪A′|63. If we take an element - from the intersection, we obtain from the
above two systems of equations that both x and x′ are preDxes of -, and thus, one is
preDx of the other. The claim is thus proved.
Now we go back to the case when |A|=2, say A= {u; v} and ,1 = u. If *1 = u or
+1 = u, then we can conclude again by Graph Lemma, using the fact that u= xt, and
the system (3). It remains the case when *1 = +1 = v. By (2), we obtain that
xu = vy1; xv = vy2; xw = uy3; (4)
for some y1; y2; y3 ∈C(F). Note that x is a proper preDx of both u and v, and hence,
|x|¡|u| and |x|¡|v|.
Claim 2. If |w|¡|u| and |w|¡|v|, then either xw=wx, or there are some integers
l; r¿1 such that wlx= -wl−1 and xwr =wr−1-′, with -; -′ ∈{u; v}.
Proof. Let x1 = x. Then clearly, there is l¿1 such that wxi = xi+1w, for all 16i6l−1,
and either wxl = xkw, for some 16k6l, or wxl =y-, for some -∈{u; v} and y∈C(F).
In the former case we obtain that xkwl−k+1 =wl−k+1xk , implying that xkw=wxk . In
turn, this implies that xk−1; : : : ; x1 also commute with w; in particular, we obtain that
xw=wx. In the latter case, as |w|¡|u| and |w|¡|v|, we obtain that |y|¡|x|. Also
note that |y|¡|w| and so, y∈X0. Thus, by the minimality of x; y=1. Consequently,
wlx= -wl−1. The second part of the claim can be proved using a symmetric argument.
We distinguish now two cases, depending on whether or not y2 ∈X0.
1. If y2 =∈X0 then, since |y2|= |x|¡|u|; |v|, we must have w6y2. Consequently,
|w|¡|u| and |w|¡|v|. By Claim 2, we obtain that either wx= xw, or wnx= uwn−1,
or wnx= vwn−1, for some n¿1. Adding either of these relations to system (3), with
*1= +1 = v and ,1= u, we obtain by Graph Lemma that F must be periodic, a contra-
diction.
2. If y2 ∈X0, then, as |x|=|y2|, we obtain by Claim 1 that x=y2. Thus, xv= vx, i.e.
x=pi and v=pj, for some word p∈	+, and some positive integers i¡j. Moreover,
u is of the form u=piu′, with u′ =1. The system (3) can now be written as follows:
pipiu′(piu′)! = pj*2*3 : : : ;
piw! = piu′,2,3 : : : ; (5)
with *m; ,m ∈{piu′; pj; w}, for all m¿2. It is straightforward to see that if 2i = j, then
Graph Lemma applied on (5) implies that F must be periodic; this is impossible.
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Consequently, 2i= j, i.e. v= x2, and so, by (4), xu= x2y1 and xw= uy3, i.e.
u = xy1; (6)
v = x2; (7)
w = y1y3: (8)
In particular, we have that wu! =y1y3u! and so,
wu! = y10102 : : : ; (9)
with 0i ∈F , for all i¿1. Note also that by (6), y1 =1, as x = u.
Consider the word y1v∈C(F)F . There are -∈F and z ∈C(F) such that y1v= -z.
If -= u= xy1 or -= v= x2, then y1vu! = -zu! = xtu!, with t=y1z or t= xz. In both
cases, t ∈C(F) and so, tu!∈F!, i.e.,
y1vu! = x1112 : : : ; (10)
for some 1i ∈F , for all i¿1. Applying Graph Lemma on (6), (7), (9), and (10), for
the set of unknowns {u; v; w; x; y1}, we obtain the periodicity of F .
Thus, -=w, i.e., y1v=wz, implying that
x2 = y3z: (11)
In this case, we prove the following claim.
Claim 3. For any t ∈C(F)\{1}, if |t|¡|w|, then x6t.
Proof. If t ∈X0, then by Claim 1, x6t. If t ∈X0, then there is -∈F such that -6t.
However, |t|¡|w|, and so, -= u or -= v. In both cases we have x6t, proving the
claim.
If y3 = 1, then by (8), y1 =w and in this case F= {xw; x2; w}. As !(xw)x∈ !F , we
obtain a nontrivial relation in x and w. Consequently, F must be periodic.
If y3 =1, then, as y1 =1, we obtain from (8) that |y1|; |y3|¡|w|. Moreover, we
obtain that |w|¿|x| as otherwise, y1 and y3 would be words from X0\{1} shorter than
x. Consequently, |x|¡lF . Moreover, Claim 3 applied for t=y3 gives that x6y3 and in
particular, |y3|¿|x|. Thus, we derive from (11) that |z|6|x|¡lF and so, z ∈X0. Since
x is minimal in X0\{1}, either z=1, or z= x, i.e., either w=y1x2, or w=y1x.
Consequently, F= {xy1; x2; w}, where w=y1x, or w=y1x2. In both cases, since
y1w! ∈F!, we obtain a nontrivial relation in x and y1 and therefore, F must be
periodic: again a contradiction.
The conclusion is that X0 = {1}, which was the claim of the lemma.
Note that our proof of Lemma 6 is self-contained, it uses only elementary results in
Combinatorics on Words, and it gives some real insight on commutation of languages.
However, the same result can be given a shorter proof using a deep result of [15]. We
sketch this proof in the following.
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Let F be a nonperiodic three-word set F= {u; v; w}. As noted in [15], we can assume
without loss of generality that two words of F , say u and v, start with diLerent letters.
Indeed, for any set F , C(aF)= 1+ aL, where L is such that C(Fa)= 1+ La. Assume
that there is a word x∈C(F)\{1} such that no word of F is a preDx of x. Then there
are some words *; +∈F and y; z ∈C(F) such that xu= *y and xv= +z. It follows that
x is a proper preDx of both * and + and so, * and + start with the same letter (as x).
Moreover, they are preDx incomparable. Consequently, F is a preDx set. Thus, by [15],
C(F)=F∗ and so, x∈F+. This is a contradiction.
4. Conway’s conjecture for three-element sets
We consider now Conway’s problem for Dnite languages. To start with, consider the
language equation
FX = XF; (12)
for a given Dnite language F such that 1 ∈F . Obviously, the language F can be uniquely
written as
F = u1F1 + u2F2 + · · ·+ unFn; (13)
such that the following conditions are satisDed:
(i) 1∈Fi, for all i=1; : : : ; n.
(ii) ui ∈Pref (uj), for any i = j.
We say that (13) is the pre3x decomposition of F .
Example 1. The preDx-decomposition of F= {a; aa; b; bab} is F= a·{1; a}+b·{1; ab}.
The next result will be instrumental in our later considerations.
Lemma 7. Let u; v; w be three nonempty words such that {u; v; w} is not periodic, and
let F= {1; v; w}. Then there exists a language L⊆	∗ such that C(uF)= 1 + uL and
C(Fu)= 1 + Lu.
Proof. By Lemma 6, all nonempty words in C(uF) have u as a preDx, i.e., C(uF)= 1+
uL1, for some L1⊆	∗. By symmetry, there is also a L2⊆	∗ such that C(Fu)= 1+L2u.
By deDnition, C(uF) commutes with uF , i.e., uF(1 + uL1)= (1 + uL1)uF . Thus,
uF + uFuL1 = uF + uL1uF and so, F + FuL1 =F + L1uF . But then we obtain that
Fu+ FuL1u=Fu+ L1uFu, i.e., Fu(1 + L1u)= (1 + L1u)Fu. As C(Fu) is the maximal
set commuting with Fu, we must have that 1 + L1u⊆ 1 + L2u, implying that L1⊆L2.
The reverse inclusion can be proved by a similar argument.
For a language L and a word *∈L, we say that * is su5x distinguishable in L if
for any +∈L\{*}, * and + are su5x incomparable.
It is essential to note at this point that using Lemma 7, we are able to reduce
Conway’s problem for three-word sets to those sets having no word as a su5x of both
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of the other two. Indeed, by Lemma 7, if our set is of the form Fu, with 1∈F , then
we reduce Conway’s problem to uF . If u is still a su5x of both the other two words
of uF , then we repeat the procedure. This procedure continues indeDnitely if and only
if the initial set of words (and all the others) is periodic. Conway’s problem has a
positive answer for such sets, as proved in [4] and [14].
For the remaining of this section, without loss of generality, we will restrict our-
selves to three-word languages such that no word is a su5x of both of the other two.
Consequently, we will only deal with sets having a su5x distinguishable word. Indeed,
the following result is easy to prove.
Lemma 8. If F is a three-word language then F has a su5x distinguishable word if
and only if no word of F is a su5x of both the other two.
Note though that in Lemma 8 it is essential to deal with ternary sets. E.g., the four-
word set {a; b; ab; ba} has no word as a su5x of all the other three, but nevertheless,
it has no su5x distinguishable words.
We prove in the next three lemmata the rationality of the centralizer in the case of
three-word sets. Depending on the preDx decomposition of the set, we distinguish three
cases as follows:
Case I. F= u1 + u2 + u3, with ui, uj preDx incomparable for all 16i¡j63.
Case II. F= u1 + u1v+ u2, with u1 and u2 preDx incomparable, and v =1.
Case III. F= u1 + u1v+ u1w, with v; w =1 and v =w.
The Drst case is solved in [15] in a more general setting, but for the sake of com-
pleteness, we give here an independent and shorter proof.
Lemma 9 (Case I). Let u1; u2; u3 be three nonempty words, such that ui and uj are
pre3x incomparable for all 16i¡j63, and let F= {u1; u2; u3}. If F has a su5x
distinguishable word, then C(F)=F∗.
Proof. Let u1 be the su5x distinguishable word of F .
By Lemma 6, C(F) is of the form C(F)= u1X1 + u2X2 + u3X3 + 1. Thus, as
FC(F)=C(F)F , C(F)= u−1i (C(F)F), for all 16i63, i.e., C(F)=X1F + 1, C(F)=
X2F + 1, and C(F)=X3F + 1. Thus, XiF=XjF , for all i = j. We claim that Xi=Xj.
Let xi ∈Xi. Then, for i = j, xiu1 ∈XjF , i.e., xiu1 = xj*, for some xj ∈Xj and *∈F . As
u1 is su5x distinguishable in F , we must have *= u1 and so, xi = xj ∈Xj. Consequently,
Xi⊆Xj, for all i = j, proving the claim.
Consequently, C(F)=FX1 + 1. But we also have that X1F + 1=FX1 + 1, or equiv-
alently, FX1 =X1F . Thus, X1⊆C(F) and so, C(F)⊆FC(F) + 1. The other inclu-
sion also holds and so, C(F)=FC(F) + 1. In turn, this implies (see, e.g., [7]) that
C(F)=F∗.
Our proof of Case II is similar to that of Case I.
Lemma 10 (Case II). Let u1; u2; v be three nonempty words, such that u1 and u2 are
pre3x incomparable, and let F= {u1; u1v; u2}. If F has a su5x distinguishable word,
then C(F)=F∗.
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Proof. Let -0 be the su5x distinguishable word of F .
If F= u1 +u1v+u2, then by Lemma 6, C(F) is of the form C(F)= u1X1 +u2X2 +1.
Then, as (u1 + u1v+ u2)C(F)= (u1X1 + u2X2 + 1)F , we obtain that
(1 + v)C(F) = X1F + (1 + v) and C(F) = X2F + 1:
Thus,
(1 + v)X2F + 1 + v = X1F + 1 + v:
Let x2 ∈ (1 + v)X2. If x2-0 ∈ 1 + v, then x2-0 = v, i.e., -0 ∈Suf (u1v). Thus, -0 = u1v
and so, x2u1 = 1, which is impossible.
Hence, x2-0 ∈X1F , i.e., x2-0 = x1*, for some x1 ∈X1 and *∈F . Since -0 is su5x dis-
tinguishable in F , we must have *= -0, and so, x2 ∈X1. Consequently, (1+ v)X2⊆X1.
Let x1 ∈X1. If x1-0 ∈ 1 + v, then x1-0 = v, which is impossible as we proved above.
Thus, x1-0 ∈ (1 + v)X2F , and as above we obtain that x1 ∈ (1 + v)X2, proving that
X1⊆ (1 + v)X2.
We thus obtain that X1 = (1 + v)X2 and so, C(F)=FX2 + 1. Moreover, FX2 +
1=X2F + 1., i.e., FX2 =X2F . Thus, X2⊆C(F), i.e., C(F)⊆FC(F) + 1. As the other
inclusion also holds, it follows that C(F)=FC(F) + 1, implying that C(F)=F∗.
It turns out that Case III is much more di5cult to settle than the Drst two cases.
We prove here that C(F) is eLectively rational for any set F having a type III preDx
decomposition. It remains as an open problem whether or not C(F)=F∗ for all such
sets F with 1 ∈F .
Lemma 11 (Case III). Let F be a three-word set, F= {u; uu′; uu′′}, for some non-
empty words u; u′; u′′, If F has a su5x distinguishable word, then C(F) is rational
and e?ectively computable.
Proof. Since F has a su5x distinguishable word -0, F is not periodic. The preDx
decomposition of F is F= u + u∗mv + u∗nw, where m; n¿1, and u is not a preDx of
either v, or w.
If both v and w are empty, then F is periodic. We can thus assume that at least one
of them, say v, is nonempty. Moreover, if w =1, we assume without loss of generality
that m6n.
The centralizer C(F) is the maximal solution of the equation
FX = XF: (14)
By Lemma 6, C(F) is of the form C(F)= uL1 + 1. Thus, by canceling the common
preDx u, (14) can be reDned to (1+um−1v+un−1w)uL1 +(1+um−1v+un−1w)=L1F+
(1 + um−1v+ un−1w) and so, L1 is a solution of the equation
(u+ um−1vu+ un−1wu)X1 + um−1v+ un−1w = X1F + um−1v+ un−1w: (15)
Note that for any solution Y1 of (15), uY1 +1 is a solution of (14) and so, since C(F)
is the maximal solution of (14), uY1⊆C(F) and Y1⊆L1. Thus, L1 is the maximal
solution of (15). Moreover, C(F) is rational if and only if L1 is rational.
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If m − 1¿1 and n − 1¿1, then clearly, all long enough words of L1 have u as a
preDx. The short words are preDxes of u. Thus, L1 is of the form L1 = uL2 + L1;0, with
L1;0⊆ 1 + Pref (u). It then follows from (15) that L2 is a solution of the equation
(u+ um−2vu2 + un−2wu2)X2 + (1 + um−2vu+ un−2wu)L1;0
+ (um−2v+ un−2w) = X2F + u−1(L1;0F) + (um−2v+ un−2w): (16)
Moreover, for any solution Y2 of (16), uY2 + L1 is a solution of (15) and so, uY2⊆L1
and Y2⊆L2. Thus, L2 is the maximal solution of (16). Also, L1 is rational if and only
if L2 is rational.
Iterating the same argument, we derive the equation
(u+ vu∗m+ un−mwu∗m)Xm +
m−1∑
i=0





where L0;0 = {1} and Li;0⊆ 1 + Pref (u), for all 16i6m − 1. Our above statement of
the maximality still holds, so that C(F) is rational if and only if the maximal solution
Lm of (17) is rational.
Let us denote







(vu∗i + un−mwu∗i)Li;0 + Lm−1;0;
and observe that the set G has at least one word which is preDx incomparable to the
other words of G. Thus, G is of the form I or II.
The proof of the lemma is reduced to the following claim.
Claim 1. The maximal solution of the language equation
YF + A = GY + B: (18)
is rational.
Proof. Depending on the type of preDx decomposition of G, we distinguish two cases,
discussed separately in the following.
Case 1: The preDx decomposition of G is of type I, i.e., G= u1 + u2 + u3, with
u1; u2; u3 pairwise preDx incomparable. Recall also that u∈G, say u1= u.
Let
K = Pref (G) ∪ B ∪ Pref (B);
and observe that u−1j K = ∅, for all 16j63. Indeed, u−1j Pref (G)= ∅, since all words
of G are preDx incomparable. Also, since Li;0⊆ 1 + Pref (u), for all 06i6n− 1, one
can readily see that u−1j B= ∅, and thus, also u−1j Pref (B)= ∅, for all 16j63.
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We construct a chain of language equations of the form
YnF + An = GYn + Bn;
with
An ⊆ {t | there is k ¿ 1; u∗kt ∈ KF} and Bn ⊆ K; (19)
such that the maximal solution of the nth equation is rational if and only if that of the
(n+1)st equation is so. Let Rn denote the maximal solution of the nth equation of the
chain.
The Drst equation in our chain is (18). Clearly, it is of the required form, as u∈G
and B⊆K .
Assume now that we have constructed the nth equation in the chain, for some n¿1.
Then Rn is of the form
Rn = u1Rn;1 + u2Rn;2 + u3Rn;3 + Rn;0;
for some languages Rn;1; Rn;2; Rn;3⊆	∗ and
Rn;0 ⊆ {t ∈ Pref (Bn) ∪ Pref (G) | for all * ∈ G; * 6 t} ⊆ K:
Then, from the nth equation of the chain, we obtain that
Rn;iF + u−1i (Rn;0F) + u
−1
i An = Rn + u
−1
i Bn; (20)
for all 16i63. Clearly, as Bn⊆K , we have that u−1i Bn = ∅, for all 16i63. Thus,
Rn; iF + u−1i (Rn;0F) + u
−1
i An =Rn, for all 16i63, implying that
Rn;iF + u−1i (Rn;0F) + u
−1
i An = Rn;jF + u
−1
j (Rn;0F) + u
−1
j An; (21)
for all 16i; j63.
Let yi ∈Rn; i. Since yi-0 ∈Rn; iF , we have the following possibilities by (21):
(i) If yi-0 ∈Rn; jF , then, as -0 is su5x distinguishable in F , we obtain yi ∈Rn; j.
(ii) If yi-0 ∈ u−1j (Rn;0F), then ujyi-0 ∈Rn;0F . Since -0 is su5x distinguishable in F ,
ujyi ∈Rn;0, which is impossible because *−1Rn;0 = ∅, for all *∈G.
(iii) If yi-0 ∈ u−1j An, then ujyi-0 ∈An, i.e., u∗kujyi-0 ∈KF , for some k¿1. Thus,
ukujyi ∈K , which is impossible since u−1K = ∅.
Consequently, Rn; i⊆Rn; j, for all i = j, i.e., Rn;1=Rn;2 =Rn;3. Thus, Rn =GRn;1+Rn;0.
Moreover, Rn;1 satisDes the relations (20), rewritten now as
Rn;1F + u−1i (Rn;0F) + u
−1
i An = GRn;1 + Rn;0;
for all 16i63.
Let An+1; i = u−1i (Rn;0F)+u
−1
i An, Bn+1; i =Rn;0, for all 16i63. Also, let An+1 =GRn;1\
Rn;1F and Bn+1 =Rn;1F\GRn;1. Then Rn;1 is a solution of the equation
Yn+1F + An+1 = GYn+1 + Bn+1; (22)
which is the (n+1)st equation in our chain. Since An+1⊆An+1; i and Bn+1⊆Bn+1; i, for
all 16i63, it is straightforward to prove that for any solution Y of (22), GY + Rn
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is a solution of the nth equation of the chain. Thus, since Rn is the maximal solution
of this equation, it follows that GY ⊆Rn and so, Y ⊆Rn;1. Consequently, Rn;1 is the
maximal solution of the (n+ 1)st equation in the chain. Clearly, Rn is rational if and
only if Rn;1 is rational.
We have thus constructed a required chain of language equations. However, note
there are only a Dnite number of distinct equations in this chain. Indeed, by (19), the
sets An and Bn contain only words of length up to LK + LF , for all n¿1 and so,
there must be m¡n such that Am =An and Bm =Bn, i.e., the mth and the nth equations
in the chain coincide. But this implies by Lemma 2 that Rm =Rn and so, from the
construction, we obtain that
Rm = Gn−mRm + (Rm;0 + GRm+1;0 + · · ·+ Gn−m−1Rn−1;0):
As it is well-known (see, e.g., [7]), Rm is thus rational, implying the rationality of all
Rp, p¿1. In particular we obtain that R1 is rational and so, C(F) is rational.
Case 2: G has a type II preDx decomposition, i.e., it is of the form
G = u1 + u1t + u2;
with u1 and u2 preDx incomparable.
Let K =Pref (G)∪B∪Pref (B), K ′= {*∈K | u1 6* and u2 6*}. Note that u∈G and
moreover, u= u1, or u= u2.
Claim 2. If x-0 ∈ u−11 K , then x∈Pref (t), where -0 is a su5x distinguishable word of
F . Also, u−12 K = ∅.
Proof. The second part of Claim 2 holds since u1 and u2 are preDx incomparable,
and for any 06i6m − 1, the words in Li;0 have lengths smaller than u (in fact,
Li;0⊆ 1 + Pref (u)).
For the Drst part of Claim 2, let x be a word such that x-0 ∈ u−11 K . Thus, u1x-0 ∈K .
If u1x-0 ∈Pref (G), then necessarily u1x-0 ∈Pref (u1t), i.e., x∈Pref (t). Assume now
that u1x-0 ∈B.
If u1x-0 ∈Lm−1;0, then we have in Lm−1;0 a word of length larger than |u|, contra-
dicting Lm−1;0⊆ 1 + Pref (u).
If u1x-0 = vu∗ixi, for some xi ∈Li;0, 06i6m−1, then, as |xi|¡|u|6|-0|, we have that
u1x6vu∗i. Since G has a type II preDx decomposition, vu∗m= u1t and so, x∈Pref (t).
If u1x-0 = un−mwu∗ixi, for some xi ∈Li;0, 06i6m − 1, then, as |xi|¡|-0|, we have
that u1x6un−mwu∗i, i.e., un−mvu∗m= u1t. Thus, x∈Pref (t).
Claim 2 is thus proved for B, and then clearly follows also for Pref (B).
We construct in the following a chain of language equations of the form
YnF + An = GYn + Bn; (23)
with
Bn ⊆ K; and
An ⊆ {t | ∃k; l; such that k 6 m− 1; l6 n− 1 and u∗2lu∗kt ∈ K ′F}; (24)
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such that the maximal solution of the nth equation is rational if and only if that
of the (n + 1)st equation is so. Let Sn denote the maximal solution of the nth
equation.
The Drst equation in our chain is (18). Clearly, it is of the required form, as u∈G,
B⊆K , and Li;0⊆ 1 + Pref (u), for all 06i6m− 1.
Assume now that we have constructed the nth equation, for some n¿1. Then, it
follows from (23) that Sn is of the form
Sn = u1Sn;1 + u2Sn;2 + Sn;0;
for some languages Sn;1; Sn;2⊆	∗ and
Sn;0 ⊆ {s ∈ Pref (u1; u2) ∪ Pref (Bn) | u1 6 s; u2 6 s} ⊆ K:
Then, from (23), by canceling the common preDxes, we obtain that
Sn;1F + u−11 (Sn;0F) + u
−1
1 An = (1 + t)Sn + u
−1
1 Bn; and
Sn;2F + u−12 (Sn;0F) + u
−1
2 An = Sn + u
−1
2 Bn: (25)
Clearly, as Bn⊆K , we have by Claim 2 that u−12 Bn = ∅. Thus,
(1 + t)Sn;2F + (1 + t)u−12 (Sn;0F) + (1 + t)u
−1
2 An + u
−1
1 Bn
= Sn;1F + u−11 (Sn;0F) + u
−1
1 An: (26)
Let *∈{1; t} and y2 ∈ Sn;2. Since *y2-0 ∈ (1 + t)Sn;2F , we have the following pos-
sibilities by (26):
(i) If *y2-0 ∈ u−11 (Sn;0F), then u1*y2-0 ∈ Sn;0F . Since -0 is su5x distinguishable in
F , we obtain that u1*y2 ∈ Sn;0, which is impossible.
(ii) If *y2-0 ∈ u−11 An, then u∗2lu∗ku1*y2-0 ∈K ′F , for some k6m−1, l6n−1. Thus,
u∗2lu
∗ku1*y2 ∈K ′, which is impossible.
(iii) If *y2-0 ∈ Sn;1F , then *y2 ∈ Sn;1, as -0 is su5x distinguishable in F .
Consequently, (1 + t)Sn;2⊆ Sn;1.
Consider now y1∈Sn;1. Since y1-0∈Sn;1F , we have the following four possible sub-
cases by (26):
(iii.1) If y1-0∈(1 + t)Sn;2F , then necessarily y1∈(1 + t)Sn;2, as -0 is su5x distin-
guishable in F .
(iii.2) If y1-0∈(1+t)u−12 An, then either u2y1-0∈An, or y1-0 = tz, for some z∈u−12 An.
In the former case, we obtain that ul2u
ku2y1-0∈K ′F , for some k6m− 1, l6n− 1,
and so, ul2u
ku2y1∈K ′, a contradiction.
In the latter case, if |y1|¿|t|, then y1=ty′, for some y′∈	∗. Thus, u2y′-0∈An, and
this was proved above to lead to contradiction. If |y1|¡|t|, then necessarily, y16t.
(iii.3) If y1-0∈(1 + t)u−12 (Sn;0F), then either u2y1-0∈Sn;0F , or y1-0 = tz, for some
z∈u−12 (Sn;0F).
In the former case, we obtain that u2y1∈Sn;0, a contradiction.
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In the latter case, if |y1|¿|t|, then y1 = ty′, for some y′∈	∗. Thus, u2y′-0∈Sn;0F ,
and this leads to a contradiction as in (iii.2). If |y1|¡|t|, then necessarily, y16t.
(iii.4) If y1-0∈u−11 Bn, then, as Bn⊆K , we obtain by Claim 2 that y16t.
Consequently, Sn;1 = (1 + t)Sn;2 + Tn;0, for some language Tn;0⊆ 1 + Pref (t) and so,
Sn = GSn;2 + u1Tn;0 + Sn;0:
Moreover, Sn;2 satisDes the relations (25), rewritten as
(1 + t)Sn;2F + Tn;0F + u−11 (Sn;0F) + u
−1
1 An
= (1 + t)GSn;2 + (1 + t)u1Tn;0 + (1 + t)Sn;0 + u−11 Bn;
Sn;2F + u−12 (Sn;0F) + u
−1














and B′′n+1 = (1 + t)u1Tn;0 + (1 + t)Sn;0 + u
−1
1 Bn. Then
(1 + t)Sn;2F + A′′n+1 = (1 + t)GSn;2 + B
′′
n+1;
Sn;2F + A′n+1 = GSn;2 + B
′
n+1:
Denoting An+1 =GSn;2\Sn;2F and Bn+1 = Sn;2F\GSn;2, it follows that Sn;2 is a solution
of the equation
Yn+1F + An+1 = GYn+1 + Bn+1; (27)
which is the (n + 1)st equation in our chain. Since An+1⊆A′n+1, Bn+1⊆B′n+1, (1 +
t)An+1⊆ (1+ t)Sn;2F +A′′n+1, and (1+ t)Bn+1⊆B′′n+1, it is straightforward to prove that
for any solution Y of (27), GY + Sn is a solution of the nth equation of the chain.
Thus, since Sn is the maximal solution of the nth equation of the chain, it follows
that GY ⊆ Sn, and so, Y ⊆ Sn;2, for any solution Y of (27). Consequently, Sn;2 is the
maximal solution of the (n + 1)st equation in the chain. Clearly, Sn is rational if and
only if Sn;2 is rational.
We have thus constructed a required chain of language equations. Claim 1 is now
concluded similarly as in Case 1.
Theorem 12. The centralizer of a three-element set is rational and e?ectively com-
putable.
Proof. Let F be a three-word language. Clearly, if 1∈F , then C(F)=	∗. Assuming
that 1 =∈F and using Lemmata 7 and 8, we can assume without loss of generality that
there is a word -∈F su5x distinguishable in F . Then, F has a preDx decomposition of
the form I, II, or III. The claim now follows by Lemmata 9; 10; and 11; respectively.
5. The solution of the BTC-problem for three-element codes
In this section we characterize all sets commuting with a given three-element code.
The characterization resembles that of Bergman for polynomials over noncommuting
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variables. Namely, we prove that any set of words commuting with a three-element
code X is a union of powers of X . The same condition holds for singletons, and also
for two-word languages, as proved in [4]. On the other hand, this is not valid anymore
for four element sets, as we have mentioned already.
We need the following lemma, proved in [4] and [15]:
Lemma 13. Let X ⊆	∗ be a code such that its centralizer is X ∗, and let Y ⊆	∗ be
a language commuting with X . If Y ∩X n = ∅, for some n¿0, then X n⊆Y .
We prove that F∗ is the maximal set commuting with F , for any three-word code.
Theorem 14. The centralizer of a three-word code F is F∗.
Proof. Let C(F) be the centralizer of F . We distinguish three cases, depending on the
preDx decomposition of F .
Case 1. F = u1 + u2 + u3, with u1 a preDx of both u2 and u3. Equivalently, F is
of the form F= {u; uv; uw}. Assume that F∗ is a proper subset of C(F), and let x be
minimal with respect to the length in C(F)\F∗.
Claim 1. xu= ux.
Proof. Assume the contrary and set x1 = x. Then we deDne the sequence (xi)i6n,
for some n¿1, such that xiu= uxi+1, for all 16i6n − 1, and either xnu= uxi, with
16i6n, or xnu= ty, with t∈{uv; uw}, and y∈C(F). In the former case we obtain
that xiun−i+1 = un−i+1xi, i.e., xiu= uxi. It then follows that x1; : : : ; xn all commute with
u; in particular, we obtain that xu= ux, a contradiction. In the latter case, we ob-
tain that |y|¡|x| and thus, y∈F∗. Consequently, xun = un−1ty∈F∗. Similarly we can
prove that there is m¿1 such that umx∈F∗. But F is a code i.e., F∗ is free, and
then, Sch'utzenberger’s criterium of a free monoid [12] implies that x∈F∗. This is a
contradiction.
As a consequence of the claim we obtain that x is the only minimal element in
C(F)\F∗. To make a choice, let us now assume that |v|6|w|, without loss of generality.
It is important to observe that neither v, nor w can commute with u since F is a
code.
Claim 2. There exist words *; +∈F∗ such that x*; +x∈F∗.
Proof. We prove that there is *∈F∗ such that x*∈F∗; the second part of the claim
can be proved using similar arguments.
Let us assume that x* =∈F∗, for all *∈F∗, and consider the word xuv. We prove Drst
that there exists n¿0 such that
xvun = unwx: (28)
If xuv= uvy, for some y∈C(F), we have that |x|= |y|, and so, either y∈C(F)\F∗,
i.e., y= x, or y∈F∗. In the former case, we have that xuv= uvx and then, by Claim 1,
uv= vu, a contradiction. In the latter case, xuv∈F∗, contradicting our assumption.
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If xuv= uwy, we obtain that |y|6|x|, and due to our assumption, we must have
y= x, and xv=wy, which is what we wanted to prove Drst.
Finally, if xuv= uy, then by Claim 1, y= xv∈C(F). In this case, we consider the
word y1=y, and then, the word y1u= xvu∈C(F)F . There must be an integer n¿1,
such that yiu= uyi+1, for all 16i6n− 1, and either ynu= uyi, for some 16i6n, or
ynu= uvt, or ynu= uwt, for some t∈C(F).
If ynu= uyi, 16i6n, then we obtain as in the proof of Claim 1 that yu= uy and
so, uv= vu, a contradiction.
If ynu= uvt, t∈C(F), then we derive that xvun = unvt and so, |t|= |x|. Thus, since
x is the only minimal element in C(F)\F∗, either t∈F∗, or t= x. In the former case
we obtain that xuvun = unuvt∈F∗, contradicting our assumption. In the latter case it
follows that uv= vu, again a contradiction.
If ynu= uwt, t∈C(F), then xvun = unwx, for some n¿1.
Consequently, there is n¿0 such that xvun = unwx. In particular, |v|= |w|.
Using similar arguments as above, with w instead of v, one can prove that there is
m¿0 such that
xwum = umvx: (29)
Without loss of generality, let us assume that m6n.
If x6um, then um= xz, for some nonempty word z. By Claim 1, zu= uz, and from
(28) and (29) we derive that
vun−mz = un−mzw; wz = zv; uz = zu:
Applying Graph Lemma on these three relations and on the set of unknowns {z; u; v; w},
we obtain that F is periodic, a contradiction.
Assume now that um6x, and let 6 be the primitive root of u and x, u= 6j, x= 6i,
for some positive integers i and j, i¿mj. It follows from (29) that
6i−mjw = v6i−mj; (30)
i.e., v and w are conjugates. We discuss separately the following two cases:
(i) If 6i−mj6v, then there is a word - such that v= 6i−mj- and w= -6i−mj. In this
case,
F = {6 j; 6i−(m−1)j-; 6 j-6i−mj};
and x= 6i∈C(F).
Since x∈C(F), it follows that s= xuv(uw)!∈F!, i.e.,
s = 62i−(m−1)j-(6j-6i−mj)! ∈ F!:
Clearly, if s= 6!, then 6-= -6 and v=w, a contradiction. Then, either
s = (6j)r6i−(m−1)j-s′; or s = (6j)r6j-6i−mjs′;
for some r¿0 and s′∈F!.
Since any nontrivial relation on 6 and - leads to contradiction as above, it follows
that in the former case, 2i−(m−1)j= rj+ i−(m−1)j and so, i= rj. This implies that
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x∈F∗, a contradiction. Similarly, in the latter case we obtain 2i − (m − 1)j= rj + j,
i.e., 2i=(r + m)j. Thus,
(6j-6i−mj)! = 6i−mjs′;
with s′∈F!. If s′ starts with 6j or with 6j-6i−mj then we obtain a nontrivial relation
on 6 and -. Thus, s′ starts with 6i−(m−1)j- and to avoid a relation on 6 and -, we
must have j= i − (m− 1)j. Thus, i=mj, again a contradiction.
(ii) If v66i−mj, since 6 is primitive and v does not commute with 6, it is not
di5cult to see that (30) implies 6i−mj−16v. Thus, there are some nonempty words
61; 62; 63 such that
6 = 6162; 6 = 6263; (31)
v= 6i−mj−161, and w= 636i−mj−1. In this case,
F = {6j; 6i−(m−1)j−161; 6j636i−mj−1};
where 6 is primitive.
Since x∈C(F), it follows that s= xuv(uw)!∈F!, i.e.,
s = 62i−(m−1)j−161(6j636i−mj−1)! ∈ F!:
Clearly, s = 6! and so, either s=(6j)r6i−(m−1)j−161s′, or s=(6j)r6j63 6i−mj−1s′, for
r¿0 and s′∈F!.
In the former case, if 2i − (m − 1)j − 1 = rj + i − (m − 1)j − 1, then it clearly
follows that 616= 661, leading to contradiction. Thus, i= rj, i.e., x=(6j)r∈F∗, again
a contradiction.
In the latter case, if (r + 1)j¡2i − (m− 1)j − 1, then
636i−mj−1s′ = 62i−(m+r)j−161(6j636i−mj−1)!;
with s′∈F!. The Graph Lemma applied on this equation and on (31) implies that F
is periodic, a contradiction. Thus, (r + 1)j¿2i − (m− 1)j − 1 and so,
6(r+m)j−2i+1636i−mj−1s′ = 61(6j636i−mj−1)!:
Since 6 is a primitive word, 6 is not a factor of 62, other than as a preDx and a su5x
[2]. Thus, recalling that 6166, it follows that (r+m)j− 2i+1=1, i.e., 2i=(r+m)j.
Moreover, since 616= 663, we obtain
6j−1636i−mj−1(6j636i−mj−1)! = 6i−mj−1s′: (32)
If s′ starts with 6j or with 6j636i−mj−1 we can apply Graph Lemma on (32) and
(31) to conclude that F must be periodic, a contradiction. Thus, s′= 6i−(m−1)j−161s′′,
with s′′∈F!. Consequently,
6j−1636i−(m−1)j−1(6j636i−(m−1)j−1)! = 62i−2(m−1)j−261s′′:
Repeating the above arguments, we conclude that necessarily, j − 1=1 + (2i− 2(m−
1)j− 2), i.e., 2i=(2m− 1)j. In particular, it follows that i¡mj which contradicts the
fact that um6x.
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Since all the alternatives lead to contradictions, the conclusion is that there must be
*∈F∗ such that x*∈F∗. Using similar symmetric arguments, we can also conclude
that there is +∈F∗ such that +x∈F∗. This completes the proof of Claim 2.
Since F is a code, from Claim 2, using Sch'utzenberger’s criterium of a free monoid,
we obtain that x∈F∗. This is impossible: x was chosen in C(F)\F∗.
Consequently, C(F)=F∗.
Case 2. F= u1 +u2 +u3, and u1, u2, u3 are preDx incomparable. If one of the words
in F is a su5x of both the other two, then the set IF has a preDx decomposition as in
Case 1. Moreover, IF is a code. Thus, C( IF)= IF∗ and so, C(F)=F∗.
Assume now that no word of F is a proper su5x of both the other two words of F .
Thus, by Lemma 8, F has a su5x distinguishable word. It follows then by Lemma 9
that C(F)=F∗.
Case 3. F= u(1+ v)+w, and u and w are preDx incomparable. As in Case 2, if one
of the words of F is a su5x of both the other two words of F , then the problem can be
reduced to Case 1, concluding that C(F)=F∗. Thus, we can assume by Lemma 8 that
F has a su5x distinguishable word. It follows then by Lemma 10 that C(F)=F∗.
We are now ready for the second main result of this paper. We characterize all sets
commuting with a three-element code.
Theorem 15. If F is a three-word code, then any set commuting with F is a union
of powers of F .
Proof. This is immediate now, using Theorem 14 and Lemma 13.
6. Final remarks
We have continued the research on the commutation relation XY=YX for languages,
initiated in [4], [14], and [15]. Our results settle some basic problems for three-element
sets, and at the same time give indications that these problems are very di5cult, in
general. Indeed, there remain many challenging open problems such as:
Problem 1. Does Bergman type of characterization hold for all three-element sets?
Problem 2. Does Bergman type of characterization hold for all codes?
Problem 3. Does Conway’s problem have an a5rmative answer for all 3nite codes?
Problem 4. For a language L, we say that R is a root of L if L is a union of powers
of R. A language L is called primitive if it is its only root. Is it true that any code
has a unique primitive root (see also [15])?
Problem 5. Is the centralizer of a 3nite (or rational) set always: (a) recursively
enumerable, (b) recursive, (c) rational?
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The notion of the centralizer can be also deDned as the maximal semigroup commut-
ing with the given language (rather than the maximal monoid as in this paper), see [4].
All of the above problems can be stated and, in fact, they are all open in this context,
too. We do not know if the deDnition of the centralizer essentially changes the answer
to the above problems, or if they are equivalent in the two mentioned frameworks.
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